
Subject: As if we could pretend this wouldn't come around...
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NukeIt15That's interesting- considering that the majority of insurgents that have been killed or
captured so far weren't from Iraq. They even found several French citizens in the pile. Defending
their own country, my ass. It isn't their own country any more than China is mine.

Except the problem you people have is you view them as one solid terrorist army.  There are
rebels involved, Iraqi fundamentalists, terrorists, and the like among the "insurgent" force.  An
insurgent in this war isn't necessarily a terrorist, especially if they fall into the Iraqi fundamentalist
category, and it is extremely uninformed and prejudice to think that they are.

Remember, it was YOUR coalition that lept head first into this invasion illegally, fucked up the
standing recognized sovereignty, and established YOUR ideal representative government to be
recognized as legit until this election happens-- whenever it happens.  As far as those rebels and
fundamentalists are concerned, Iraq is still their nation and do not recognize the government
established by this coup d'etats.  That does NOT make them terrorists by any reasoning.

Quote:Tell me, how many soldiers have you talked to before blabbering on about "how bad" it is
over there? Any at all? I know a few who are close family friends who have served/are serving in
Iraq, and they don't paint so dark a picture as you do. I keep hearing stories of towns getting
runningw ater for the first time, schools being re-opened for the first time in years...funny how you
never mention anything good. It's almost as if you don't want to believe anything good is
happening at all. Funny, that.

This isn't even remotely on topic to what we were discussing.  No one denies the improvement of
life in Iraq, and nor do we want it to stop.  However, when you look at the larger picture, past,
present, and future, the basis of that improvement stemmed from grounds that couldn't possibly
justify it legally.
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